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This User Agreement is a specification of rights and obligations
established by the user and the online game platform service provided by
Soulgamein the Extremely Associated Enterprise of Beijing Soulgame Information
Technology Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as "Soulgame") .
The various rules or supplements attached to this User Agreement are an
integral part of this User Agreement and have the same legal effect as this User
Agreement. This User Agreement is a general term applicable tousers
accepting online game products and services offered by Soulgame . Therefore,
please read all the contents of this User Agreement in detail before registering to
use SoulgameNetwork Game Platform service or accepting the online game
products and services of Soulgame .
The user understands and agrees that no matter whether it is actually read or
not, as long as the user clicks the “Agree” button and completes the
registration, or installs, logs in, actually uses and accepts Soulgame online game
platform, Soulgame products and services, the user is completely Agree and
accept the relevant game rules and service rules issued by this User Agreement
and Soulgame , and are bound by it. In the event of a dispute, the user may not
defend against unclear reading.
First, the definition

1. Soulgame Online Game Platform: is a platform system that provides online
game products and services to users by Soulgame, and manages users' use of
online game products and services, including but not limited to the various types
of operations or tests in Soulgame. A fee-based or free online game and related
online services, as well as the associated registration, operation, charging and
management systems required for the aforementioned online games and
services. After the user is registered as a user of

Soulgame online game

platform, various online games and other related systems and services provided
by Soulgame can be installed and used . Soulgame has the right to manage user
registration and use of the game platform in accordance with national laws and
regulations, the rules of

Soulgame online game platform management and other

applicable rules. If the user chooses to use the soul of charge online game in
the world online game platform, or other services, the soul of the world will use
online games and other service charges based on user count charge
fees according to the rules of the soul of the world.
2. Soulgame Online Game: A network interactive game that is developed or
represented by Soulgameand provided to users, and users need to use online
operations such as computers and other electronic devices. Soulgame online
game includes but is not limited to: the stand-alone computer program required
by the client, the related written documents, picture files, audio and video files,
user manuals (instructing the installation and application of the software

program), and Soulgame online game related manuals, trademarks, logos and
any other art.
3. User: An individual who is willing to accept or has actually accepted the
online game products and services provided by Soulgame (including the product
testing phase).
Second, intellectual property and ownership statement
The online gaming platform, online games and other services provided
by Soulgame to users are based on computer programs developed and run by
Soulgameor original rights holders. Copyright, patents, trademarks, trade secrets
and any other intellectual property rights, ownership and other related rights
of Soulgame online game platform, online games and related computer
programs Or rights (including but not limited to text, software, sound, photos,
videos, graphics, all content in advertisements, business information provided to
users, etc.) are owned by Soulgame or its original licensors. Without the soul of
the world or the original donor's written consent, any person or user are not
allowed to copy, reproduce, download, reproduce, transmit, modify, edit, display,
distribute, prepare derivative works of, sell the soul of the world's online gaming
platform, online games Any information such as related services, may not reverse
engineer (Reverse Engineering), decompile (Decompile) or disassemble
(Disassemble) on Soulgame online game platform and online games, and may
not use Soulgamefor any profit-making purposes. For online game platforms and
online games, violators shall bear corresponding legal responsibilities,

and Soulgame may immediately terminate the provision of products and services
to them. Violators must destroy any of the above information, materials, software
or products that have been obtained. Any data information generated by the user
during the use of the Soulgame online game platform and Soulgame online
game and stored in Soulgame online game platform (including but not limited
to account information, role information, virtual item information, point
information, etc. ), are all derived data generated by the relevant program during
the operation. The soul of the world ownership of the above data, in accordance
with the user during normal use user agreement soul in the world of online
games on the data belonging to their user accounts have limited
rights. Soulgamereserves the right to reserve or not retain all or part of the data
on the server without affecting the normal acceptance of the service by the user .
The soul of the world in a variety of online game virtual goods data
(including, but not limited to, gold, gold, silver, coins, props, equipment)
belonging to the services provided by the world soul, the soul of the worldwhich
is owned by all users only in compliance with the law Used in the case of this user
agreement and game rules. The soul of the world does not recognize the results
generated by the exchange transaction under the soul of the world outside of the
line gaming platform, users obtained through transactions under the
soul from the world of online gaming platform game props will be identified as
the source does not comply with the rules of the game. Soulgame has the right to
take corresponding measures for the game props, game characters and game

accounts involved in the transaction, including but not limited to: freezing or
recycling game props, reversing the account number, forcing offline, suspending
the account, deleting files Waiting for the treatment; if the circumstances are
serious, Soulgamereserves the right to pursue the user's legal responsibility.
Third, the grant of licensing rights
This User Agreement grants the user the right to install and use

Soulgame

online gaming platform. After registering or actually becoming a user of
Soulgame online game platform and obtaining a license (account number and
password), the user can enjoy Soulgamecharge or free online games and other
services. After the user may be on electronic equipment such as computers to
install their own use, using a copy ofthe soul in the world of online games, paid or
free registration and route provided by the soul of the world licensed (username
and password), and the soul of the world licensed to provide or The server is
online for the game. Any other type of installation, use, access, display, operation,
and transfer by the user without any permission from Soulgamewill be considered
a violation of the User Agreement.
Fourth, user rights and obligations
1. When users use Soulgame online game platform, they must abide by the
relevant laws and regulations of the People's Republic of China and the provisions
of this agreement.
2. Users need to have their own computer and network equipment needed to
register and use the network, and bear the expenses for Internet access.

3. The services provided by

Soulgame online game platform are commercial

activities, including paid content and free content. When users choose toll content
and services, they are obliged to pay the corresponding fees according to the
charging items and standards determined and provided by Soulgame . Payment
methods include, but are not limited to, prepayment. If the user uses Soulgame
online gamethrough the post-payment method provided by Soulgame and
refuses to pay the service fee, Soulgame may terminate the service to the user
and reserve the right to reimburse the service fee. Soulgame will have the right to
determine and amend the tariff policies and rates of the products and services
offered at any time. By then the soul of the world will make clear prompts on the
relevant page for the soul of the world of fee-based products and services, users
have the right to determine in accordance with the tariff policy of the soul of the
world to decide to buy it or not, the soul of the world can not stop the purchaser
of goods and services.
4. The user understands and agrees to use
for personal use purposes only, and may not use

Soulgame online game platform
Soulgame online game

platform, Soulgame online game and related services for any unauthorized
commercial use or resale, and may not use the Soulgame. The online game
platform, Soulgame online game and related services are used in any form for
any illegal or contrary to the purpose of this user agreement, and may not use
Soulgame online game platform or Soulgame network game to interfere with
other network services and other users' normal use. behavior.

5. The user promises to register as a user of Soulgame in his true identity and
to ensure that the personally identifiable information provided to
Soulgameis true, complete, valid and detailed, including but not limited to name,
gender, resident identity card or other valid legal identification. Documents,
personal contact information, etc., the user shall bear corresponding legal
responsibility for the information provided in accordance with the law and this
user agreement. If there is any change in the information provided, the user
should update to Soulgame online game platform in time. After the user
registers as a user of Soulgame with his real identity and needs to modify the
personal identification information provided, Soulgame shall provide the service
in a timely and effective manner. If the user 's personal data retained in Soulgame
does not match the facts, Soulgame can stop providing products and services to
it. When a user submits a false identity document to register using

Soulgame

online game platform, Soulgame reserves the right to refuse to provide the game
platform service to the user, or to terminate or terminate the provision of the
game service under this agreement to the user at any time without commitment
to users or any third party liability; the use of another person's identity
documents registered online gaming platform in the world soul, the soul of the
world's only approved the request corresponding to the identification of
personnel; the soul of the world have the right to interrupt at any time at the
request of the person or Soulgame Network Game Platform
account corresponding to the identity document is terminated without any

liability to the actual user or any third party of the account. When the
user claims to Soulgame that he owns an account, if the identity record of the
account in Soulgame does not match the identity information of the user,
Soulgame has the right not to recognize the account as the user. Due to the
information provided by the user, Soulgame cannot provide or continue to
provide services to the user, and Soulgame will not be responsible for any
resulting responsibility. (See " Soulgame User Protection Privacy Policy"
for details )
6. Soulgame has the right to review whether the identity information
provided by the user registration is true and effective, and should actively adopt
reasonable measures such as technology and management to ensure the security
and validity of the user account; the user is obliged to keep his account number,
password and personal information. Verify the information required and use its
account and password correctly and securely. If any party fails to perform the
above obligations resulting in the loss of the account password, the account is
stolen, etc., causing damage to the civil rights of the user and others, the legal
liability arising therefrom shall be borne.
7. The user has rights and responsibility for the actions of the account held
after login. In order to protect their rights and interests, users should not disclose
or provide account numbers, passwords and verification information to third
parties for knowledge, or lend or transfer to third parties. If the account, password
or verification information is leaked due to the user's own reasons (including the

user's computer infected with a virus or Trojan), the user shall bear the losses
caused by the user, and Soulgame shall not bear any responsibility.
8. If users find their account number or password illegal use by others or
using unusual, and shall promptly notify the soul of the world according
to approach the soul of the world published to assist handle, the user should
provide valid personal identification information with its registered identity
information consistent with Confirm its legal rights. If Soulgame verifies that the
personal valid identity information provided by the user is consistent with the
registered identity information, it shall take timely measures to suspend the login
and use of the user account. If Soulgame violates the above provisions and fails to
take measures to suspend the login and use of the user account in a timely
manner, and therefore causes losses to the user, it shall bear the corresponding
legal responsibility. If you do not provide valid personal identity documents of
their personal valid identity card or provide users with inconsistent registered
identity, the soul of the world have the right to refuse the above request of the
user. In addition to suspending the use of user accounts, Soulgame reserves the
right to refuse other requests from users for theft of their accounts. In order to
maintain the legitimate rights and interests of the user and provide Soulgame
with the personal valid identity information consistent with the registered identity
information, Soulgame shall provide the user with the necessary assistance and
support such as the account registrant certificate and the original registration

information, and Provide relevant evidence and information to relevant
administrative agencies and judicial organs.
9. When Soulgame requires users to provide information about their personal
identities, they should disclose their privacy protection policies and personal
information utilization policies to users in a clear and easy way, and take necessary
measures to protect the security of users' personal information.
10. Soulgame will provide users with free or fee-based technical measures to
protect account passwords, but users understand and agree that these tools can
only improve the security of personal information such as accounts and passwords
to a certain extent. Soulgame does not guarantee that users are using them. Such
auxiliary tools can guarantee the absolute security of account passwords ,
so Soulgame is exempt from the security of information such as account
passwords.
11. The user agrees to abide by the various terms of service of Soulgame .
Users should check the terms and announcements published on the official
website of Soulgame before logging in to the game . The various games and
service rules on the official website of Soulgame are also the agreement of this
agreement. The effective component has the same legal effect as this Agreement.
12. The user is obliged to use Soulgame online game platform in
accordance with the provisions of this User Agreement and related documents ,
obey the management of Soulgame, and ensure continuous landing or use of
Soulgame online game platform. For users who have not continued to log in for

180 days or use Soulgame online game platform, Soulgame has the right to take
measures against the user account (including but not limited to freezing,
cancellation, etc.).
V. Protection of user's personal data and restrictions on its use
1. Soulgame respects and protects the personal data and information
that users register and retain in Soulgame online game platform. Without the
user's consent, Soulgame will not actively disclose, edit, disclose or disclose any
user information.
2. Soulgame may disclose, disclose, disclose or provide User Information to
third parties only in the following circumstances and shall not be liable:

a must be disclosed in accordance with laws and regulations;
b provided by the judicial department or other legally authorized
agency in accordance with legal procedures;
c in the event of an emergency, to protect the rights of users, other
third parties or the public;
d to protect the legitimate rights and interests of Soulgame;
e Other circumstances in which you need to disclose, edit, or disclose
user information.
3. During the process of using Soulgame online game platform, a third party
may illegally intercept, steal or obtain user information. Soulgame will try to take
reasonable defense measures to prevent the above risks, but Soulgame does not
promise that the above risks can be absolutely avoided, and will not bear any

responsibility for the occurrence of the above risks. (For details, see "Soulgame
User Protection Privacy Policy")
4. Users use the Apple device to register Soulgame account to log in to the
same role in the same game, even if different Apple devices are replaced.
Sixth, the user's use of Soulgame online game platform behavior restrictions
1. Users use Soulgame online game platform and Soulgame online game,
in addition to complying with the provisions of laws and regulations, and should
abide by this user agreement, as well as other relevant provisions on user
behavior issued by Soulgame, such as the user has breach of
contract, Soulgame has the right to take corresponding measures in accordance
with this User Agreement, including but not limited to suspending, terminating
user accounts or directly deleting account numbers or other acts of suspending or
terminating the provision of some or all of the services to users . Soulgame does
not assume any Any loss.
2. If the user has published illegal information, seriously violated social ethics,
and other violations of the legal prohibition, Soulgame has the right to
immediately terminate the service to the user and retain the right to pursue the
legal liability of the user.
3. Users may not use Soulgame products and services to commit improper
conduct, otherwise Soulgame reserves the right to terminate the provision of
services to users, including but not limited to:

a nuisance to the reputation or privacy of others;
b use the name, anonymity or fraudulent use of the name of another
person or the world of the soul to disseminate messages or words that
are defamatory, false, threatening, indecent, defamatory, illegal,
offensive or infringing on the rights of others, and disseminate
pornography or other statements that violate social morality;
c Use the errors, loopholes, and omissions of

Soulgame online game

platform, online games, and related service programs to increase their
game points, levels, virtual items, etc., to facilitate their own and others
to register their accounts and/or the virtual characters of the account;
d use

Soulgame online game platform, online games and related

services to transmit or distribute computer viruses, post advertisements
or sell goods, engage in illegal transactions or post false or false
information;
e Make use of all or part of the data information generated during the
various fee-based or free online games provided by

Soulgame online

game platform and stored in the Soulgame online game platform
to benefit yourself and others in various forms;
f or use

Soulgame online game platform, online games and related

services to engage in any violation of the laws or other laws of the
People's Republic of China.

4. The user provides false registration identity information or implements a
violation of this user agreement. Soulgame reserves the right to suspend all or
part of the service to the user; Soulgame shall suspend the user and inform the
user of the suspension period. The suspension period shall be reasonable and
shall be suspended. During the period of Soulgame, the service to the users
should be restored in time.
5. Users should bear on their behavior in the network service process using
Soulgame has to offer in their own respective responsibilities, the soul of the
world to provide network services for users on their own or together with other
users in accordance with the User Agreement and service rules, the soul of
the world on the user's own The Act and all claims, claims, suits, suits, liabilities,
losses, damages, costs and expenses resulting therefrom are not responsible.
6. Users may not use any third party software to log in or use the products
and services offered by Soulgame . Users may not use any content in Soulgameto
create or provide the same or similar network services, such as emulation servers,
private servers, private servers, and so on. Users can't take any hacking on
Soulgame server, or try to overload Soulgame server. Users may not use external
plug-ins or other software or programs to illegally modify and generate various
equipment and other related information in the online game. Under the legal
account, the user can upload the information necessary for using the network
service in the server of Soulgame. The content of the data must not include the
following contents:

a infringes on the intellectual property rights, copyright or public and
private rights of any third party;
b violate any laws, administrative regulations or good customs;
c Contains any content that insults or defame, sexual harassment,
nationality, racial discrimination or has an adverse effect on minors;
d Contains viruses, Trojan horses, time bombs, etc. that may cause
harm to Soulgame system or affect its stability;
If the user violates the above provisions, Soulgame reserves the right to
terminate the service to the user and retain the right to claim and pursue legal
liability (including criminal liability).
7. Any user who has any one or more of the following
acts, Soulgame reserves the right to suspend, terminate or cancel the user's
account usage depending on the circumstances, and retain the right to claim and
pursue legal liability (including criminal liability):

a There are violations of Chinese laws and regulations;
b violation of this User Agreement and the rules of the game;
c provides false registration information;
d use Soulgame Network Service through improper means ;
e use Soulgame products and services for any illegal purpose ;
f harms the behavior of other users;
g abuse of user rights enjoyed;
h Acts that violate social customs and social morality;

i Inciting national hatred, ethnic discrimination, and undermining
national unity;
j spreading acts of obscenity, pornography, gambling, violence, murder,
terror or abetting;
k Impairing national security, revealing state secrets, subverting state
power, and undermining national unity;
l Publish negative publicity about Soulgame and related services in
public;
m You may not use Soulgame products or accept the services
of Soulgame through third-party software or with the assistance of any
third-party software , and shall not take any action that undermines the
rules of the game and violates the fairness of the game;
n Do not obtain virtual items in the game (including but not limited to
virtual currency, virtual items and equipment) in an abnormal way such
as violation of the rules of use of the game;
o Do not use the products and services provided by Soulgame to make
profits in reality without permission ;
p You must not use Soulgame service to perform other actions that
are not conducive to Soulgame.
8. In order to ensure that the server space of Soulgame is not wasted and the
quality of the services provided by Soulgame is guaranteed, the user should
ensure continuous landing or use of the Soulgame`s game. If the user does not

log in or use

Soulgame online game for 180 consecutive days after registering

the account , Soulgame has the right to take action on the user account
according to the situation. The treatment of Soulgame includes, but is not limited
to, clearing all records of the user in Soulgame online game platform and
database (including but not limited to role information, grade items, point cards,
point information, etc.), freezing or deleting the user account. . When the user
account is deleted, all the data and records of the account will be deleted at the
same time. Soulgame will not compensate or compensate users who have not
logged in for 180 days or used Soulgame`s game to cause their account to be
frozen or deleted .
9. If the user's registered account is deleted due to violation of the user
agreement, the user has no right to request Soulgame to return the RMB value
corresponding to the remaining points in the account.
Seven, stop and change of service
1. Users understand and agree that the soul of the world on a regular
basis, at any time or from time to time on the soul of the world of online games
and online games platform down for maintenance at the discretionof the soul of
the world, there are technical problems that may occur, third parties process the
soul of the world network game platform operation The cause or force majeure,
etc., caused the service provided by Soulgame to be temporarily
interrupted. Soulgame will do its utmost to avoid interruption of game platform

services or limit interruption time to the shortest time. The user promises not to
pursue the legal responsibility of the Soulgame .
2. The User understands and agrees that Soulgame reserves the right to stop
or change Soulgame online game platform, online games and related
services provided to the User in the following circumstances :

a National laws, regulations or policies;
b requirements of relevant government agencies;
c Due to business adjustments, Soulgame believes that it is necessary to
terminate or change the service.
For the above reasons, when stopping or changing

Soulgame online game

platform, online games and related services, Soulgame will propose a
corresponding follow-up problem handling plan, and the user agrees to solve the
related problems according to the principles and solutions proposed by
Soulgame Handling Case.
3. Any time (including but not limited to the user is registering an account or
already running in the game, etc.), such as Soulgame found that the user
registered in the game or use the account, role, gang and other custom names are
the same or similar to other users Unrecognized, or contains inappropriate
words, Soulgame has the right to ask the user to modify the above name. If the
user does not modify it, Soulgame reserves the right to add a recognition symbol
after the user-defined name to distinguish it to ensure that the game runs
normally (for example, the name of the character that the user wants or is using is

“smooth”, but in the same group of servers in addition there is a user role
called "cool", then if the user were reluctant to change the name of the spirit
world have the right to raise the user name identification symbols become "cool
1", "2 cool", etc.), user Guarantee to unconditionally agree to the above
modifications.
4. At any time, without prior notice to the soul of the world can be the soul
of users to the world of online games platform, the content of online games,
regional or merged with the server group, spin-off or other spirit world deems
necessary adjustments. Users are not allowed to request any compensation or
compensation from Soulgame. Since the game area or server combination causes
the user's custom name in the game to be unidentified or identical to other
users, Soulgame has the right to process it in accordance with the provisions of
VII.3 of this User Agreement.
5. The user understands and agrees that when Soulgame has an abnormality
in the server data (including data abnormality caused by the program bug), the
server data can be restored to a certain point in time, and Soulgame is exempt
from this. Soulgame can compensate the user as appropriate.
6. One account or multiple accounts registered by the same user violates the
agreement stipulated in this agreement. Soulgame has the right to suspend or
terminate the service of some or all accounts under the user name or cancel the
user name according to the actual situation. Some or all accounts.
Eight, test server and experience server

The test server (test suit, test service) refers to the server that Soulgame
provides online games and services to users in its published test phase (including
but not limited to, beta, beta and beta). The experience server (experience service,
body service) refers to the server that Soulgame has launched in some games to
test the stability of game content such as the latest version of the game system,
game functions and gameplay. Users can experience the latest in Soulgame in the
experience server. Online games and services.
The user understands and agrees that once you log in to Soulgame Test Set
or Experience Service, or have actually accepted the Game Products and Services
of Soulgame Test Set or Experience Service, you understand and accept the
following:

a The product and service content provided by the test service or
experience service is an informal version. If it is normal with the official
product and service, Soulgame reserves the right to not publish the
official website of Soulgame for users who log in to the test service and
experience service. Various customer services and other content;
b The unstable attributes of the test service and the experience service
determine that there may be abnormalities such as unstable programs
or data loss. When users who log in or receive test services or
experience service products and services play games in the test service
and experience service, The world of the soul will not be held
responsible for any abnormal situation or all losses suffered ;

c Soulgame reserves the right not to retain all the information of the
user in the test suit and experience service, Soulgame will maintain the
test suit or experience service at any time or irregularly, and carry out all
the data of the test suit and experience suit as needed or Partial
deletion (including but not limited to information on roles, experience
values, props, etc. in the user's account) or the rational use of the above
data.
IX. Risk taking
The user agrees to use Soulgame online game platform, Soulgame online
game and related services, is based on the user's personal wishes, and is willing to
bear any risks arising from his own fault, including but not limited to its improper
execution of Soulgame online game platform, Soulgame online game and
related services or the game or profile picture downloaded by the official website
of Soulgame online game may cause damage to the user or the computer
system used by the user, or any loss of data.
Soulgame does not represent or warrant the correctness or reliability of any
content, information or advertisements contained, transmitted or linked,
downloaded or obtained from any service through Soulgame; and
for advertisements and displays posted to users through Soulgame Soulgame
does not assume any guarantee responsibility for any products, information or
materials purchased or obtained .
X. Disclaimer

The soul of the world is the soul of the world's online game platform, and the
spirit world of online games and related services, does not assume any express or
implied warranty, nor does it guarantee the soul and the Soulgame Cyber
Games World Cyber Games platform of stability, security, accuracy and without
interruption . Soulgame does not guarantee that there will be no programs or
bugs in Soulgame online game platform, Soulgame online games and related
services . Soulgame will do its utmost to adopt the existing technical means to
avoid the above-mentioned matters as much as possible, but Soulgame does not
guarantee that all the above matters will be avoided, and will not bear any liability
for any problems that may arise.
XI. Exclusion and limitation of liability
Soulgame shall not be liable for any improper use of Soulgame online game
platform, online games and related services or any direct, indirect, derivative,
special or hidden damages or loss of profits arising under the above
circumstances. If the law can not be completely ruled out liability for damages,
not its user accounts or virtual items within an account or credits as compensation
standard case, the liability of the soul of the world's only online gaming platform
users soul of the world on the use of recorded soul-world network game
platform The effective price paid to Soulgame for online games and related
services is limited.
Twelve, links and advertising information

All links provided by Soulgame on Soulgame online game platform related
page or Soulgame online game official website may link to other individuals,
companies or organizations' websites. The purpose of providing such websites is
to facilitate users to search for or obtain information on their
own. Soulgame does not guarantee the authenticity, completeness, timeliness or
credibility of the products, services or information provided by the websites of the
linked individuals, companies or organizations; these individuals, companies or
organizations do not have a relationship with Soulgame. There are any hiring,
appointment, agency, partnership or other similar relationship.
In the spirit world provided the soul of the world's online gaming platform
and related network service process, may be published in commercial advertising
or other promotional event information about the location. The content of these
advertising or promotional information is provided by the advertiser, the goods or
the service provider and is responsible. Soulgameis only the medium for the
release of advertising information.The goods or services purchased by the user
through the World of Soul or the website linked to it, the transaction behavior is
only between the user and the product or service provider, and has nothing to
do with Soulgame. Soulgame does not regard the user and the product or service
provider. There is no legal liability for the resulting transaction.
XIII. Damages
Any direct or indirect damage or benefit to Soulgame and its affiliates,
servants, trustees, agents, other relevant performance supporters or any other

third party if the user violates national laws and regulations or the provisions of
this User Agreement. Losses (including but not limited to litigation costs, legal
fees, actual losses, etc.) incurred by legal proceedings, administrative procedures,
etc., the user shall be liable for damages.
XIV. Modification of User Agreement and Related Service Rules
Soulgame has the right to make, modify , add and delete (hereinafter
collectively referred to as "revision") this User Agreement and related service
rules as needed . For all revisions to this User Agreement and related Service
Rules , Soulgame will be posted at Soulgame online Game
Platform, Soulgame Online Games and related website bulletin boards or
other locations where Soulgame deems appropriate, without additional notice to
the user . All revised User Agreements and related Service Rules are automatically
effective as of the date of publication and supersede the original User Agreement
and the corresponding content of theoriginal Service Rules . Users should query
includes the soul of the world, including the related announcement official
website said on position before the game every time you log soul of
the world, in order to understand the changes to the User Agreement and related
services rules. If users do not agree with the amendment, the user should
terminate the relationship with the spirit world immediately; if the user chooses
to stop using the products and services the world soul, the soul of the world is no
longer any obligation or responsibility for the user. If the user to modify this
Agreement or related services rules in the Soulgame, the soul of the world's

Internet users continue to use gaming platform, the soul of the world and its
service network game behavior will be considered to user protocol or
service revised rules agreed and accepted. Soulgame will not be held liable for
any losses caused by users who are not familiar with the announcement
requirements after the user agreement and related service rules are revised .
Fifteen, notification and delivery
a notice issued to the user the soul of the world, you can use e-mail or page
announcement manner, such notice is sent or the date of publication deemed to
have been served users;
b Notices sent by users to Soulgame may be by e-mail, which shall be deemed to
have been served from the date of receipt of such mail by Soulgame .
XVI, force majeure
In the event of a force majeure event, if one party fails to perform this User
Agreement, the party`s liability for breach of contract may be waived, and the
parties shall bear their respective risks, but the party`s failure to promptly notify
the other party in writing or failure to take measures to prevent loss expansion ,
undertaken by the party.
XVII. Applicable law and jurisdiction
The resolution, resolution, interpretation, etc. of this User Agreement shall be
governed by the laws of the People's Republic of China. If there is a dispute
during the execution of this Agreement, the parties shall resolve it by friendly

negotiation; if the negotiation fails, either party may The dispute was submitted to
the Tianjin Binhai New Area People's Court for settlement.
Eighteen, other
1. Soulgame User Protection Privacy Policy is an integral part of this User
Agreement and has the same legal effect as this User Agreement.
2. If any content in this User Agreement is wholly or partially invalid or
unenforceable for any reason, the remainder of this User Agreement shall remain
in force and shall bind the parties to the Agreement.

